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Section 1: Introduction 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has prepared this Statement 
of Basis (SB) to solicit public comment on its proposed remedy for the Solvay USA Inc. 
(Solvay) Morrisville Plant located in Morrisville, Pennsylvania (hereinafter referred to as the 
Facility or Site). EPA's proposed remedy for the Facility consists of the following components: 
1) Installing a vegetated soil cover over Area 5; 2) Installing a permeable liner and one foot of 
clean fill over the settling pond; 3) Excavating the arsenic-impacted soil from sample location 
A6-0 I ; 4) compliance with and maintenance of ground water and land uses restrictions to be 
implemented through institutional controls; and 5) inspection and maintenance of engineering 
controls. This SB highlights key information relied upon by EPA in proposing its remedy for the 
Facil ity. 

The Facility is subject to EPA's Corrective Action program under the Solid Waste 
Disposal Act, as amended, commonly referred to as the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq. The Corrective Action program requires that facilities 
subject to certain provisions of RCRA investigate and address releases of hazardous waste and 
hazardous constituents, usually in the form of soil or groundwater contamination, that have 
occurred at or from their property. Pennsylvania is not authorized for the Corrective Action 
Program under Section 3006 of RCRA. Therefore, EPA retains primary authority in the State of 
Pennsylvania for the Corrective Action Program. 

EPA is providing a thirty (30) day public comment period on this SB. EPA may modify 
its proposed remedy based on comments received during this period. EPA will announce its 
selection of a final remedy for the Facility in a Final Decision and Response to Comments (Final 
Decision) after the public comment period has ended. 

Information on the Con·ective Action program as well as a fact sheet for the Facility can 
be found by navigating https://www3.epa.gov/reg3wcmd/ca/correctiveaction.htm. The 
Administrative Record (AR) for the Facility contains all documents, including data and quality 
assurance information, on which EPA's proposed remedy is based. See Section 8, Public 
Participation, below, for information on how you may review the AR. 

Section 2: Facility Background 

The Facility is located at 2300 South Pennsylvania A venue in Morrisville, Falls 
Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and occupies approximately 90 acres. Prior to 1948, 
the Facility was undeveloped. The Facility operated as a production plant of inorganic chemicals 
from 1948 through 2001. 

The Facility can be accessed from the west by l 0th Street, which is located along 
Pennsylvania A venue, approximately 800 feet south of the intersection of Pennsylvania A venue 
and East Post Road. The location of the Facility is shown on Figure I (Attachment #1). The 
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Facility is bordered to the north by commercial properties, to the south by Biles Creek and 
vacant property, to the east by the Delaware River, and to the west by wooded areas and 
Pennsylvania Avenue and is fenced to restrict access. The surrounding properties are depicted on 
Figure 2 (Attachment #2). The Facility Plan is presented on Figure 3 (Attachment #3), and a 
more detailed presentation of the layout of the operations area is presented on Figure 4 
(Attachment #4). The Facility is zoned for mixed commercial/residential use. 

On August 5, 1980, the owner of the Facility submitted a Notification of Hazardous 
Waste to the EPA for its generation and treatment/storage/disposal of hazardous wastes 0000, 
0001 , D002, D003, Ul35, and Ul89. In November 1980, the Facility submitted a Notification 
of Hazardous Waste for the outside phosphorous pentasulfide drum storage area, U 189, 0001 , 
D003, and D007 wastes; the acid waste tanks, 0004 waste; and the settling pond, 0002 and 
D004 wastes. 

The Facility was operated as an inorganic chemical production facility from 1948 until 
December 200 l and has had several different owners/operators, beginning with Victor Chemical 
in 1948. Stauffer Chemical (Stauffer) bought the Facility in the mid-l 960s and subsequently sold 
it to Rhone-Poulenc Basic Chemicals (Rhone- Poulenc) in 1987. In 1997, Rhone-Poulenc 
transferred its chemical assets, including the Morrisville Facility, to Rhodia Inc. and spun Rhodia 
Inc. off as a separate company in 1998. Operations were discontinued at the Facility in late 2001 
and, in early 2002, Rhodia Inc. began to demolish buildings down to concrete slabs. The Facility 
remained dormant from late 2002 through 2008. In 2008, demolition was reinitiated and the 
remaining buildings were razed. The only building currently remaining onsite is the former 
office building. Rhodia Inc. changed its name to Solvay USA Inc. effective October 1, 2013. 
Solvay continues to provide personnel for oversight of the Facility. 

Throughout its operations history, numerous inorganic chemical products were 
produced at the Facility for use in a variety of products, including food additives, dental paste, 
household cleaners, water treatment, dyes, flame retardants, and desiccants. 

The primary chemical produced at the Facility was phosphoric acid. The main raw 
material for the production of phosphoric acid is phosphorus, which contains trace amounts of 
arsenic. During the phosphoric acid manufacturing process, trace amounts of arsenic were 
precipitated out of the phosphoric acid in the form of arsenjc sulfide. The phosphoric acid was 
then filtered through diatomaceous earth to separate and collect the arsenic sulfide precipitate. A 
165-foot-deep industrial water supply well (PW-1 , depicted on Figure 3) was used onsite for 
various manufacturing processes throughout its operations history. 

The waste management areas units and }\reas of Concern (AOCs) identified at the Facility 
include: 

A. Waste Management Areas: 
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1. Area I/Landfill No.2 ( 10 by 50 feet): Burial area for phosphorus pentasulfide (P2S5); 
closed in 1962; approximately 95 tons of P2S5 were buried in Area 1. 

2. Area 2/ Landfill No. 3 (50 by 100 feet): Burial area for various sodium 
phosphates; closed in 1973. 

3. Area 3 (75 by 100 feet) : Acid waste pond; received decanted liquor from the 
arsenic sulfide settling ponds (Area 5); not in service since 1971. 

4. Area 4: Two arsenic sulfide settling tanks, contained within a 20- by 60-foot diked area; 
tanks contained arsenic sulfide and diatomaceous earth; concentrated slurry was removed for 
offsite disposal; replaced Areas 3 and 5 beginning in 1971; closed in 1987 when a new filter 
process was introduced. This area is located within the Industrial Area discussed below. 

5. Area 5 (two 50 by 100 feet and two 100 by 200 feet) : Arsenic sulfide settling 
ponds; solids within these ponds were periodically dredged and moved to Area 6; out of service 
since 1971; ponds were backfilled upon closure. 

6. Area 6/Landfill No. 1 (75 by 100 feet): Arsenic sulfide burial area; received dredged 
solids from the arsenic sulfide settling ponds (Area 5) from 1950 to 1971; capped with clay and 
seeded in 1979. 

7. Area ?/Landfi ll No. 4 (70,000 square feet): Landfi ll consisting of clean fill , furnace brick 
containing residual arsenic, and trash; closed in 1972 and paved with asphalt; approximately 20 
tons of arsenic sulfide were buried in Area 7. 

8. Area 8 (20 by 100 feet): Storage area for P2S5 waste material in 55-gallon drums prior to 
offsite disposal. After closure of Area 8, drums stored in Area 8 were moved to the indoor 
storage location (P2S5 scrap and sti ll residue drum storage area, discussed below) until shipped 
for o:ffsite disposal. The storage area was closed in 1987. 

9. Area 9/Landfill No. 5 (20 by 75 feet): Burial area for P2S5; closed in 1960 and paved 
with asphalt; approximately 95 tons of P2S5 were buried in Area 9. 

10. Area 10 (100 by 250 feet): Settling pond for both stonnwater runoff and process waste 
streams (also known as the Equalization Basin or Surface Tmpoundment). This pond was once 
regulated under RCRA Part A, due to the corrosive nature of the influent. Beginning in January 
1983, discharge from the pond was controlled manually to maintain an effluent pH between 6.0 
and 9.0. In 1990, the pond was closed under RCRA. By December 1990, the pond only received 
non-process wastewater. By late December 2001 , the pond received stormwater only. 

11. P2S5 scrap and sti ll residue drum storage area: Waste materials (phosphorus pentasulfide 
and sodium bicarbonate) were stored in 55-gallon drums, until shipped for offsite disposal. The 
area was certified closed in 1987. · 
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12. Acid Filter Cake Storage Area: Beginning in the early 1980s, the arsenic sulfide waste 
was removed by filtration. Waste materials from the filtering process were stored in 55-gallon 
drums in the Acid Filter Storage Area until shipped for offsite disposal. The Acid Filter Cake 
Storage Area was certified closed in 1987. 

B. Areas of Concern (AOCs) 

I. Oil and gasoline storage areas: During the removal of one 1,000-gallon Number 2 
heating oil tank, small holes were observed in the tank. The soil around the tank had a slight 
odor. The contaminated soil was sampled, excavated, stockpiled, and removed offsite (Donnelly 
Contracting, Inc., 1995). 

2. Waste Pipeline: An "underground waste pipeline" that appears to facilitate the transfer of 
decanted liquor from Area 3 to Area 5. During the remedial investigation, only portions of the 
pipeline were located. 

3. Industrial Area - A general area that includes contiguous locations of the various 
operations completed in the industrial portion of the Facility. The industrial area includes the 
Area 7/Landfill No. 4, Area 4, AOC Acid Filter cake Storage, AOC Former 1,000 gallon #2 Fuel 
Oil UST, and AOC Scrap and Still Residue Storage Area. The boundaries of this area are 
shown on Figure 5 (Attachment #5) 

Section 3: Summary of Environmental Investigations 

3.1 Environmental Investigations 

For all environmental investigations conducted at the Facility, groundwater 
concentrations were screened against federal Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) 
promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq. of the Safe Drinking Water Act and 
codified at 40 CFR Part 141 , or if there was no MCL, EPA Region III Screening Levels (RSL) 
for tap water for chemicals. Soil concentrations were screened against EPA RSLs for residential 
soi l and industrial soil. EPA also has RSLs to protect groundwater and soil concentrations were 
also screened against these RSLs. 

The main focused of the remedial investigation was the identified waste management 
areas and AOCs. 

3.1.1 Groundwater Investigation 

Groundwater investigation was conducted at the Facility from 1979 to 2012. 
Groundwater flows east and south toward Biles Creek and Delaware River. Groundwater in 
shallow aquifer underneath the Facility is contaminated with arsenic. Arsenic was not detected 
in the deep aquifer, due to a confining layer between the shallow and deep aquifers. Dissolved 
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arsenic was detected in onsite wells at concentrations as high as 29,400 micrograms per liter 
(ug/1), above the MCL and PADEP MSC of 10 ug/1. 

The shallow aquifer is encountered from approximately 14 to 60 feet below ground 
surface and exhibits a limited saturated thickness (20 to 40 feet). Shallow aquifers like this one 
are vu lnerable to many types of contaminant sources, such as road runoff, leaking sewers and 
pipel ines, industrial spills and agricultural chemical infi ltration. In add ition, its limited thickness 
makes it unre liable as a potable source during droughts. The aquifer is characterized by naturally 
occurring concentrations of iron and manganese that exceed EPA' s Secondary Maximum 
Contaminant Levels for these constituents, which affect taste and color and may cause staining 
and corrosion. Combined, these factors make the shallow, unconfined aquifer beneath the 
Facility unsuitable as a municipal supply. 

A deep aquifer is present at the Facility from approximately 130 to 170 feet below 
ground surface. Sampling results from the deep aquifer indicate that it is not contaminated 
within the Facility boundaries. The two aquife rs are separated by continuous confining clay 
layers, approximately 30 feet thick, which act as a barrier between the contaminated groundwater 
in the shallow aquifer and the deep aq uifer. 

In 2001, PADEP approved a non-use aquifer designation for the shallow aqui fer 
beneath the Facility, as well as three adjacent properties owned by USX Corporation (former 
steel mill under redevelopment) and WMI Properties (solid waste landfi ll). The approval for the 
facility means that there are no private domestic wells on the facility property or within 1,000 
feet downgradient of the facility property boundaries. The local water authority, Falls Township 
Water Authority, has stated that they have no plans for future use. 

In 1998, surface water samples were taken from the Delaware River and Biles Creek by 
the Faci lity owner. Arsenic was not detected in the upgradient and downgradient surface water 
samples taken from both the Delaware River and Biles Creek. The effect of arsenic infiltrating 
into the Delaware River and Biles Creek from the Facility groundwater was evaluated in 
accordance with PADEP protocols. The evaluation demonstrated that concentrations of arsenic 
in shallow groundwater discharging to the Delaware River and Biles Creek are below the 
PADEP Surface Water Quality Criteri a of 10 ug/1 and therefore the discharge of groundwater 
contamination from the facility into the surface water is not anti cipated to impact surface water. 

The April 2, 2002 Act 2 Final Report for the facility was approved by PADEP in a letter 
dated May 22, 2002. 

Groundwater sampl ing of Site wells was recently conducted in 2012. The groundwater 
sampling results indicated that the levels of arsenic in the groundwater are decreasing overtime. 
Concentrations of arsenic in the groundwater at the source area decreased from 29,400 ug/1 
(December 1979) to 8,700 ug/1 (April 2012). Concentrations of arsenic at the Faci lity boundary 
wells are also decreasing. Given that the source of arsenic groundwater contamination, the 
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fonner arsenic trisulfide burial site, was out of service since 1971 and closed in 1979 ( clay 
capped and clay walled), EPA expects groundwater concentrations of arsenic will continue to 
decline due to natural attenuation. 

3.1.2 Soil Investigations 

Soil investigations at the Facility was conducted from February 2012 through April 2015. 
Areas of soil investigations include Area I/Landfi ll No. 2, Area 2/Landfill No. 3, Area 3/ Acid 
Waste Pond, Area 5/Arsenic sulfide settling ponds, Area 6/Arsenic sulfide burial area, Area 
9/Landfill No. 5, Area I 0/Settling pond for storm water runoff and process waste streams, 
Former Manufacturing Area, and non-residential area. Sediment samples were collected from 
the fo1mer settling pond (Area 10). Surface and sub-surface soil samples were collected from the 
remaining areas. The analytical results of the samples collected revealed that arsenic is the only 
constituent of concern (COC). EPA and PADEP determined that the Site required remediation 
to the PADEP non-residential direct contact MSC of 53 mg/kg, within the EPA's allowable 
range of 3.6 mg/kg-360 mg/kg, for non-residential use and to residential direct contact MSC of 
12 mg/kg, within the EPA's allowable range of0.77 mg/kg- 77 mg/kg, for residential use for 
arsenic in soils. 

The fo llowing summarizes the soil investigations: 

1. Areas I, 2, and 9 - Analytical results of the Apri l 20 12 sampling event indicated that 
the arsenic was detected in Area 1, 2, and 9 at concentrations below the residential 
direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. Areas 1, 2, and 9 met the residential use standard. 

2. Areas 5 and 6 - Analytical results of the sampling events indicate that arsenic was 
detected in areas 5 and 6 at concentrations as high as 920 mg/kg, above the residential 
direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg and non-residential direct contact MSC of 53 mg/kg. 

3. Areas 3 - Analytical results of the sampling events indicate that arsenic was detected 
at concentrations as high as 29 mg/kg, above the residential direct contact MSC of 12 
mg/kg, but below the non-residential direct contact MSC of 53 mg/kg. 

4. Area 10 - Analytical results of the sampling events indicate that arsenic was detected 
at concentrations as high as 740 mg/kg, above the residential direct contact MSC of 
12 mg/kg and non-residential direct contact MSC of 53 mg/kg. Ecological Risk 
Assessments (ERA) was conducted at the Site in 2013 and 2015. The ERA 
determined that constituents were not present at unacceptable levels to ecological 
receptors. 

5. Former Manufacturing Area - Includes Area 4, Area 7/Landfill No. 4, Area 8/Storage 
area for P2S5 waste material , AOC Acid Filter Cake Storage, AOC Forner 1,000 
gallon #2 fuel oil UST, and AOC P2S5 scrap and still residue storage area. 
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Analytical results from the Former Manufacturing Area demonstrated that soi l 
concentrations are below residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. 

6. Non-Residential Area - Non-Residential Area is shown on Figure IO (Attachment 
#6). Analytical results of the sampling events indicated that arsenic was detected at 
concentrations as high as 690 mg/kg (sample A6-0 I). Analytical results from the 
Non-Residential Area, however, demonstrated that soil concentrations are below the 
non-residential direct contact MSC of 53 mg/kg if contaminated soil from A6-0 I was 
removed from the site. 

Sample locations and sample results are presented on Figure 8 (Attachment# 7), Figure 9 
(Attachment #8), Table 1 (Attachment# 9), and Table 2 (Attachment# I 0). 

3.2 Cleanup Plan 

On December 7, 2015, EPA approved the Facility' s Remedial Investigation Report 
Addendum and Cleanup Plan (Cleanup Plan) dated July 16, 2015. The Cleanup Plan calls for 
remediation to residential use for Areas 5, 6, and Area 10 and to Non-Residential use for Non
Residential Area. No further remedial action required for Areas 1, 2, 9 and the Former 
Manufacturing Area as they met the residential use standard. Figure 2 of the July 16, 2015 
Cleanup Plan (Attachment # 11) shows the areas considered· for residential and non-residential 
use. 

3.3 Environmental Indicators 

Under the Government Performance and Results Act ("GPRA"), EPA has set national 
goals to address RCRA corrective action faci lities. Under GPRA, EPA evaluates two key 
environmental clean-up indicators for each fac ility: ( l ) Current Human Exposures Under 
Control, and (2) Migration of Contaminated Groundwater Under Control. The Facility met both 
of these indicators on March 16, 2015. 

Section 4: Corrective Action Objectives 

EPA's Con-ective Action O~jectives (CAOs) for the specific environmental media at the 
Facility are the following: 

· 1. Soils 

a. Non-Residential Area (see Attaclunent # 11) - EPA's corrective action 
objective for soils is to attain the PADEP arsenic non-residential direct contact 
MSC of 53 mg/kg for the Non-residential Area. 
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b. Area 5 - EPA ' s corrective action objective for soil in Area 5 is to eliminate 
human exposure to arsenic contaminated soils at concentrations above the 
P ADEP residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. 

c. Area 6 - EPA's corrective action objective for soil in Area 6 is to eliminate 
human exposure to arsenic contaminated soils at concentrations above the 
PADEP residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. 

d. Area 10 - EPA ' s corrective action objective for contaminated sediment in 
Area 10 is to eliminate human exposure to arsenic contaminated media at 
concentrations above the P ADEP residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. 

e. Areas 1, 2, and 9 - EPA' s corrective action objective for soils is to attain the 
PADEP residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. Sampling results 
demonstrate this .residential standard has been met. 

f. Fonner Manufacturing Area - EPA's corrective action objective fo r soils is to 
attain the PADEP residential direct contact MSC of 12 mg/kg. Sampling 
results demonsh·ate this residential standard has been met. 

2. Groundwater 

EPA expects final remedies to return groundwater to its maximum beneficial use within a 
timeframe that is reasonable given the particular circumstances of the project. For projects 
where aquifers are either currently used for water supply or have the potential to be used for 
water supply, EPA wi ll use the National Primary Drinking Water Standard Maximum 
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) promulgated pursuant to Section 42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq. of the 
Safe Drinking Water Act and codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 141. 

Because the aquifer under the Facility is unable to be used for drinking water purposes, 
EPA has determined that maximum beneficial use of the shallow aquifer is recharge flow to the 
Delaware River and to Biles Creek. Therefore, EPA' s corrective action objective for Facility
related groundwater is to prevent recharge flow to the Delaware River and to Biles Creek with 
hazardous constituents at levels above PADEP's Surface Water Quality Criteria and to control 
human exposure to the hazardous constituents remaining in the groundwater by requiring 
compliance with and maintenance of groundwater use restrictions at the Facility. 
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Section 5: Proposed Remedy 

1. Introduction 

Under this proposed remedy, some contaminants remain in the soil and groundwater at 
the Facility above levels appropriate for residential uses. Because some contaminants remain in 
the soil and groundwater at the Facility at levels which exceed residential use, EPA's proposed 
remedy requires the compliance with and maintenance of soil and groundwater use restrictions. 
EPA proposes to implement the land and groundwater restrictions necessary to prevent human 
exposure to contaminants at the Facility through an enforceable mechanism such as a permit, 
order, or environmental covenant. 

2. Soils 

EPA's proposed remedy for the Facility soi ls consists of: 

A. Arca S 

a. Capping Area 5 by installing a vegetated soil cover over the extent of the area. 
b. Maintenance and inspections of the vegetated soil cover in order to assure continued 

protection of human health and the environment at the Facility. 
c. Solvay will develop a Post-Remediation Care Plan (Plan) to verify that the vegetated 

soil cover remains effective in preventing exposure to so il contaminants beneath the 
cover. The Plan will include an annual inspection of the vegetated cover to ensure 
that the integrity and protectiveness of the vegetated cover is maintained. The 
property owner will report the findings of the inspection to EPA and PADEP. 

B. Arca 6 

a. Maintenance and inspections of the existing engineered clay cap in order to assure 
continued protection of human health and the environment at the Facility. 

b. Solvay will develop a Post-Remediation Care Plan (Plan) to verify that the engineered 
clay cap remains effective in preventing exposure to so il contaminants beneath the 
cap. The Plan will include an annual inspection of the clay cap to ensure that the 
integrity and protectiveness of the cap is maintained. The property owner wi ll report 
the findings of the inspection to EPA and PADEP. 

C. Arca 10 

Capping Area 10 by installing a cover consisting of a permeable liner and one foot 
layer of clean fill over the pond. 
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D. Non-Residential Area 

a. Remove the arsenic-impacted soil around sample A6-0 1 
b. Compliance with and maintenance of land use restrictions to prohibit residential uses 

of the area. 

E. Land Use Restrictions 

EPA is proposing that the following activities and land use restrictions be implemented at 
the Facility: 

a. Non-Residentia l Areas shall be restricted to commercial and/or industrial 
purposes and shall not be used for residential purpose unless it is demonstrated to 
EPA that such use will not pose a threat to human health or the environment or 
adversely affect or interfere with the selected remedy and the Facility provides 
prior wri tten approval from EPA for such use; 

b. All earth moving activities, including excavation, drilling, and construction 
activities, in the areas at the Facility where any contaminant remains in soil above 
EPA's screening levels for residential use shall be prohibited unless it is 
demonstrated to PADEP and EPA that such activity will not pose a threat to 
human health or the environment or adversely affect or interfere with the selected 
remedy and EP NP ADEP provides prior written approval for such use; 

3. Groundwater 

Monitoring at the Facility has shown that arsenic concentrations in groundwater 
discharge to the Delaware River and Biles Creek are below the P ADEP Surface Water Quality 
Criteria of l O ug/1 and therefore·the discharge of groundwater contamination from the Facility 
into the surface water is not anticipated to have unacceptable impacts to surface water. 
Moreover, arsenic concentrations are declining or stable over time. Given that the sources that 
degraded groundwater have been controlled, EPA anticipates that the remaining contamination in 
groundwater will not impact surface water quality of the Delaware River and the Biles Creek 
without further treatment. Therefore, the proposed remedy for groundwater consists of 
compliance with and maintenance of groundwater use restrictions. 

EPA is proposing that the fo llowing activities and groundwater use restrictions be 
implemented at the Facility: 

a. Groundwater at the Facil ity shall not be used fo r potable purposes. 
b. No new wells shall be installed on Facility property in areas where caps or building 

foundations acting as caps are required by this remedy decision. A survey of those 
areas will be prepared and attached to the institutional control. 
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4. Additional Requirements 

Because arsenic concentrations remain above MCLs, EPA is proposing that the following 
activities be implemented at the Facility: 

A. On an annual basis and whenever requested by EPA, the then current owner shall submit to 
EPA a written certification stating whether or not the groundwater and land use restrictions 
are in place and being complied with; 

B. EPA, P ADEP and/or their authorized agents and representatives, shall have access to the 
Facility property to inspect and evaluate the continued effectiveness of the final remedy and 
if necessary, to conduct additional remediation to ensure the protection of the public health 
and safety and the environment upon the final remedy selection in the FDRTC. 

ln addition, the Facility owner shall provide EPA with a coordinate survey as well as a 
metes and bounds survey, of the Facility boundary. Mapping the extent of the land use 
restrictions will allow for presentation in a publicly accessible mapping program such as Google 
Earth or Google Maps. 

Section 6: Evaluation of Proposed Remedy 

This section provides a description of the criteria EPA used to evaluate the proposed 
remedy consistent with EPA guidance. The criteria are applied in two phases. In the first phase, 
EPA evaluates three decision threshold criteria as general goals. In the second phase, for those 
remedies which meet the threshold criteria, EPA then evaluates seven balancing criteria. 

Threshold 
Criteria 

1) Protect human 
health and the 
environment 
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With respect to soil, the non-residential area meets PADEP' s 
non-residential direct contact MSC. EPA's proposed remedy 
for the Facility protects human health and the environment by 
eliminating, reducing, or controlling potential unacceptable 
risk through the implementation and maintenance of use 
restrictions. EPA is proposing to restrict land use to 
commercial or industrial purposes in the Non-Residential Area 
at the Faci lity. 

With respect to groundwater, while arsenic remains in the 
groundwater beneath the Faci lity, the concentrations of arsenic 
in in the groundwater are decreasing and it was determined 
that the concentrations of arsenic discharging from the Facility 
to the Delaware River and the Biles Creek are below the 
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2) Achieve media 
cleanup objectives 

3) Remediating the 
Source of Releases 
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PADEP Surface Water Quality Criteria and therefore the 
discharge of groundwater contaminant from the faci lity into 
the surface water is not antic ipated to have unacceptable 
impacts to the receiving surface water. 

Groundwater at the site cannot be used as a source of drinking 
water. On August 14, 200 l , Solvay (formerly Rhodia) 
received PADEP's approval of the non-use aquifer designation 
request. Consequently, the Faci lity is already being provided 
with potable water from the public water supply system. With 
respect to future uses, the proposed remedy requires 
groundwater use restrictions to minimize the potential for 
human exposure to contamination and protect the integrity of 
the remedy. 
EPA's proposed remedy meet the media cleanup objectives 
based on assumptions regarding current and reasonably 
anticipated land and water resource use(s). The remedy 
proposed in this SB is based on the current and future 
anticipated land use at the Facility as mixed use, residential 
and commercial or industrial. 

Arsenic contaminated soils were either removed or are capped 
to prevent exposure to soil contaminant. EPA 's proposed 
remedy requires compliance with the inspection and 
maintenance of the existing caps and compliance with and 
maintenance of land use restrictions. 

The groundwater plume appears to be stable (not migrating); 
although arsenic is above MCL, it is declining over time. In 
addition, groundwater at the site is not used as a source of 
drinking water. The Faci lity meets EPA risk guidelines for 
human health and the environment. EPA's proposed remedy 
requires the implementation and maintenance of use 
restrictions to ensure that groundwater beneath Facility 
property is not used for any purpose except to conduct the 
operation, maintenance, and monitoring activities requ ired by 
EPA. 

In all proposed remedies, EPA seeks to e liminate or reduce 
further releases of hazardous wastes and hazardous 
constituents that may pose a threat to human health and the 
environment and the Facility met this objective. 
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The source of contaminants have been removed from the soil 
at the Facility and/or have been/will be capped, thereby 
eliminating, to the extent practicable, further releases of 
hazardous constituents from on-site soils as well as the source 
of the groundwater contamination. 

Arsen ic in groundwater is declining. Groundwater at the site is 
not used as a source of drinking water. Groundwater is not 
used for potable purposes at the Facility or at neighboring 
facilities. The Facili ty and surrounding area are already being 
provided with potable water from the public water supply 
system. Therefore, EPA has determined that this criterion has 
been met. 

Section 6: Evaluation of Proposed Remedy (continued) 

Balancing 
Criteria 
I) Long-term 
effectiveness 

2) Reduction of 
toxicity, mobility, or 
volume of the 
Hazardous 
Constituents 

Statement of Basis 

Solvay 

Evaluation 

Groundwater is not used Oh the Facility for drinking water, and 
no down gradient. users of off-site groundwater exist. In 
addition, the shallow aquifer contamination does not impact 
surface waters of either the Delaware River or Biles Creek. 
Therefore, the long term effectiveness of the groundwater 
remedy for the Facili ty will be maintained by the 
implementation of use restrictions. 

The proposed remedial actions wi ll eliminate any potential 
long-term exposure associated with impacted soils. The c lean 
fi ll will eliminate the potential for direct contact with soils and 
sediments. Additionally, the long term effectiveness of the 
proposed remedy will be maintained through the 
implementation of the institutional controls. 

The reduction of toxicity, mobility and volume of hazardous 
constituents will continue by attenuation at the Facility. 
Reduction has already been achieved, as demonstrated by the 
data from the groundwater monitoring. The reduction of 
toxicity, mobility, and volume of hazardous constituents has 
a lready achieved as the source of contaminants have been 
removed from the soil at the facility and/or capped. 
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3) Short-term During implementation of the remedy, potential exposure to 
effectiveness impacted soil s may occur for construction workers. 

Construction workers will follow appropriate health and safety 
procedures and utilize proper personal protective equipment. 
Therefore, these activities would not pose short-term risks to 
workers. 

4) Implementability EPA's proposed remedy is readily implementable. Solvay 
(fom1erly Rhodia) already has a schedule in place for 
implementing the proposed remedial action. 

5) Cost EPA's proposed remedy is cost effective. The costs associated 
with this proposed remedy are -mainly for one time remedy 
construction. The cost associated with implementation of I Cs 
is minimal. 

6) Community EPA will evaluate community acceptance of the proposed 
Acceptance remedy during the public comment period, and it will be 

described in the Final Decision and Response to Comments. 
7) State/Support P ADEP has reviewed and concurred with the proposed remedy 
Agency Acceptance for the facility. 

Section 7: Financial Assurance 

EPA has evaluated whether financial assurance for corrective action is necessary to 
implement EPA's proposed remedy at the Facility. Given that EPA's proposed remedy does not 
require any further engineering actions to remediate soil and groundwater after construction of 
the proposed remedy completed and given that the costs of implementing institutional controls 
( estimated cost of less than $1000.00 per year) at the Facility will be minimal, EPA is proposing 
that no financial assurance be required. 

Section 8: Public Participation 

Interested persons are invited to comment on EPA's proposed remedy. The public 
comment period will last thirty (30) calendar days from the date that notice is published in a 
local newspaper. Comments may be submitted by mail, fax, or electronic mail to Ms. Tran Tran 
at the contact infom1ation listed below. 

A public meeting will be held upon request. Requests for a public meeting should be 
submitted to Ms. Tran Tran in writing at the contact information listed below. A meeting will 
not be scheduled unless one is requested. 

The Administrative Record contains all the information considered by EPA for the 
proposed remedy at this Faci lity. The Administrative Record is available at the following 
location: 

Statement of Basis 
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Attachments: 

1. Attachment I - Figure I 
2. Attachment 2 - Figure 2 
3. Attachment 3 - Figure 3 
4. Attachment 4 - Figure 4 
5. Attachment 5 - Figure 5 

U.S. EPA Region TIT 
1650 Arch Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19103 
Contact: Ms. Tran Tran (3LC30) 

Phone: (215) 8 I 4-2079 
Fax: (215) 814 - 3 11 3 

Emai 1: tran. tran@epa.gov 

6. Attachment 6 - Figure 10 
7. Attachment 7 - Figure 8 
8. Attachment 8 - Figure 9 
9. Attachment 9 - Table 1 
10. Attachment 10 - Table 2 
11 . Attachment 11 - Figure 2 
12. Attachment 12 - Table F-4 

Date: 

Statement of Basis 

Solvay 

John A. Armstead, Director 
Land and Chemicals Division 
US EPA, Region III 
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Section 9: Index to Administrative Record 

I. Remedial Investigation Report Addendum and Cleanup Plan, July 15, 2015 
2. Remedia l Investigation Report, August 2012 
3. Description of Current Condi tion Repo11, March 201 1 
4. P ADEP' s October 6, 2015 Letter- Approval of Remedial Investigation Report Addendum 

and Cleanup Plan, July 2015 
5. Non-Use Aquifer Determination 

Statement of Basis 
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